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JOHN A. HERRICK*

Federal Project Financing Incentives
for Green Industries: Renewable
Energy and Beyond
ABSTRACT
The federal government, through the U.S. Department of Energy,
has been promoting the development and emergence of viable
domestic renewable energy and energy efficiency industries
through numerous administrations. This Article discusses the
types of legal instruments used by the federal government to
provide incentives and assistance to aid in the development of
green technologies that are targeted for potential commercialization in the future energy marketplace. The relative merits of
those respective instruments and the need for Congress to set out
green energy prioritiesin comprehensive energy policy legislation
in the nearfuture are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent attempts of
national energy policy amid
emphasize the array of resource
sector.! While no congressional

the 107th Congress to formulate a
contentious and divergent interests
and policy choices in the U.S. energy
consensus was reached in 2002, the

John A. Herrick is Chief Counsel of the Golden, Colorado, office of the U.S.
Department of Energy and Adjunct Professor of Law at the University of Denver. Mr.
Herrick is a member of the District of Columbia Bar. Many of the events recounted in this
article were participated in or observed by the author during his employment with the U.S.
Department of Energy. The opinions in this Article are those of the author and not the
viewpoint of the U.S. Department of Energy or the U.S. government.
1. The widely divergent Senate and House versions of the proposed Energy Policy
Act of 2002, H.R. 4, 107th Cong. (2002), passed their respective chambers and were sent to
the Committee on Conference, which failed to reach consensus on a compromise between
the two versions. The bill died in conference without passage when Congress adjourned. In
commenting on the difficulty of reaching a compromise on a congressional energy policy in
2002, former Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee Chairman J. Bennett
Johnson, who chaired the last successful conference committee on a national energy policy,
which resulted in the Energy Policy Act of 1992, Pub. L. No. 102-486, 106 Stat. 2776, stated,
"the vast philosophical differences between liberal Democrats and conservative
Republicans [on energy policy in 20021 are greater than they used to be when we had our
conference. It gets to be a little bit theological sometimes." Lisa Behrens & Cathy Cash,
*
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events that triggered the policy debate, and especially the disrupted
delivery of electricity to California and other western states in 2000-2001,
demonstrate the urgent need to obtain a more diverse supply of energy
resources for power and fuel production. However, heightened public
and scientific concern over global warming has generated even more
concern that use of these sources does not create undesirable levels of
greenhouse emissions.2 The expected increase in demand for power will
require a balanced energy strategy that includes divergent sources and
region-specific solutions, including alternative generation sources and
more efficient energy-production technologies.3 One of the ongoing goals
of the U.S. government has been to encourage the private sector's use of
environmentally friendly green technologies in the energy marketplace.
Since its inception in 1977, the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE)' has targeted environmentally beneficial, or "green," industries of
the U.S. energy sector for assistance by providing funding and incentives
for the construction of energy facilities that support the goals of the
National Energy Policy." DOE practice in promoting green technologies
is to collaborate with industry to develop new green-based technologies
through joint research and development (R&D) efforts and to promote
the deployment and commercialization of those technologies into the
changing energy marketplace. In the past, DOE has attempted to utilize
several types of incentives and energy project financing mechanisms,
with varying degrees of success and failure. Those past successes and
failures, and DOE's past collaboration efforts with the private sector,
have evolved into the current instruments and mechanisms DOE uses to
promote and provide assistance to green industries. An analysis of these
Energy Bill Now or Never, Key Officials Say, PLATrs INSIDE ENERGY, Oct. 28, 2002, at 1, 4. See
also, e.g., Lisa Behrens & Cathy Cash, ANWR Re-emerges as Bill Nears Stretch Run, PLATrS
INSIDE ENERGY, Sept. 30, 2002, at 1; Lisa Behrens, Crucial Talks on Electricity Commence,
PLATTS INSIDE ENERGY, Sept. 23,2002, at 1; Chris Holly, Tauzin Talks Up Renewables, ENERGY
DAILY, Sept. 9, 2002, at 1.
2. See, e.g., National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences, Climate Change
Science: An Analysis of Some Key Questions (June 2001), availableat http://www.nap.edu (last
visited Mar. 23, 2003).
3. See generally Richard L Ottinger & Rebecca Williams, 2002 Energy Law Symposium:
Renewable Energy Sourcesfor Development, 32 ENVTL. L. 331 (2002).
4. The U.S. Department of Energy was established by the DOE Organization Act,
Pub. L. No. 95-91, 91 Stat. 565 (1977) (codified at 42 U.S.C. §§ 7301 et seq. (2000)). DOE is the
primary manager of the federal government's energy functions, which include implementing a national energy strategy and conducting a comprehensive energy research and development (R&D) program. DOE has been primarily responsible for managing the various
energy-financing programs enacted by Congress.
5. The Bush Administration issued its energy policy in May 2001 in a document titled
NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY-REPORT OF THE NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY DEVELOPMENT GROUP

(May 16, 2001), available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/energy/
2003).

(last visited Mar. 24,
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past programs, and DOE's more recent efforts, reveal several factors that
affect the future kinds of project financing and other incentives that will
be needed to achieve the goals of a balanced national energy strategy.
The demands of the changing energy marketplace and the potential rate
of return on investment may well attract early participation in federal
green energy development programs by private-sector investors.
II. EARLY USE OF THE FEDERAL LOAN GUARANTEE FOR
ENERGY PROJECTS
Responding to the continuing dependence of the United States
on foreign sources of energy and the unavailability of sources of capital
financing for building alternative energy projects, Congress in the 1970s
authorized loan guarantees for the construction of commercial energy
projects that use alternative energy sources.6 These loan guarantees
encouraged private capital markets to finance projects that were
considered risky due to such factors as the volatile price of oil, the use of
new technology associated with developing alternative energy sources,
and the problems associated with increasing the size of pilot projects to
commercially feasible levels.7
Congress selected the use of loan guarantees, rather than grants
or direct loans, as a tool for the federal government to promote
alternative energy projects because it wanted to encourage private-sector
capital markets to participate in the energy sector. 8 The federal loan
guarantee instrument generally fit well within the newly developing
arena of non-recourse energy project financing 9 by allowing DOE to
support projects through the well-established commercial due diligence
6. See Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development Act of 1974, Pub. L.
No. 93-577, 88 Stat. 1878, amended by Pub. L. No. 95-238, 92 Stat. 40, 61 (1977) (codified at
42 U.S.C. § 5919 (2000)); Biomass Energy and Alcohol Fuels Act of 1980, Title II of the Energy Security Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-294, 94 Stat. 611, 683 (1980) (codified at 42 U.S.C. §
8801 et seq. (2000)); Geothermal Energy Research and Development and Demonstration
Act, Pub. L. No. 93-410, Title II, 88 Stat. 1079, 1086 (1974) (codified as amended at 30 U.S.C.
§§ 1141 et seq. (2000)); Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Research, Development and Demonstration Act of 1976, Pub.L. No. 94-413, 90 Stat. 1260 (codified at 15 U.S.C. § 2501 et seq. (2000)).
7. See generally STAFF REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON ENERGY OF THE COMMITrEE ON
THE BUDGET, 94TH CONG., REPORT ON ENERGY FINANCING 3-8 (Comm. Print 1976).
8. Id. at 4-5.
9. "Non-recourse project financing" is a type of financing in capital-intensive
industries in which a project's financial backing is based upon the ability of the project's
potential cash flow to pay off project debt, rather than relying upon the credit-worthiness
of the project sponsors. Under this type of project financing, the debt, equity, and credit
enhancement are combined for the construction and operation of a facility. The assets of the
facility, including the long-term revenue producing contracts, become the collateral for the
lenders. See generally ScoTT L. HOFFMAN, THE LAw AND BUSINESS OF INTERNATIONAL
PROJECT FINANCE 4-11 (1998).
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procedures used by commercial banks and investment banking houses.
It also allowed traditional private-sector financing markets to invest in
what normally would be regarded as high-risk new-technology
ventures. Federal loan guarantees supported new energy production
facilities that used synthetic fuel conversion from coal and oil shale,
alcohol fuel production, and geothermal generation. 10 However, many
project sponsors defaulted on the loans and abandoned their projects. In
many cases, by the time the facilities were put into operation, the energy
market had changed or the technology was not proven to be economical.
By 1989, DOE ended use of the federal loan guarantee to support the
financing of energy projects.
A. Synthetic Fuel Loan Guarantees
In the late 1970s, Congress provided $2.2 billion to initiate a
demonstration program to foster a domestic synthetic fuel capability.11
These funds were to underwrite loan guarantees for up to 75 percent of
the project cost of commercial, non-recourse project debt financing for
the construction and start-up costs of producing synthetic fuels from the
conversion of coal, oil shale, and other fossil resources.12
One project that utilized the synthetic fuel loan guarantee
program was the $2.2 billion Great Plains Coal Gasification Facility in
North Dakota. After it was completed in 1985, the five partners of Great
Plains Gasification Associates, a consortium of gas pipeline companies
that developed the project, defaulted on their $1.5 billion DOE loan and
abandoned the plant, resulting in a turnover of the facility to DOE. The
Department foreclosed on the plant, operated the facility for two years,
earning more than $100 million in profits without the burden of paying
debt service. In 1988, DOE sold the Great Plains facility to Dakota
Gasification Company. Without having to account for the debt service on
the project, Dakota Gas has posted a profit in most of the operating years
since 1988.13 Under the sale arrangements, DOE will share in revenues of
the facility until the year 2010.
See generally John G. Reed & Helena M. Tavares, Governmental Energy Financing
LAW AND TRANSACTIONS § 31.01 et seq. (David J. Muchow & William
M. Mogel eds., 1997).
11. Dep't of Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 1980,
Pub. L. No. 96-126, 93 Stat. 954, 970-71 (1979).
12. Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development Act of 1974, Pub. L. No.
93-577, 88 Stat. 1878 (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. § 5919 (2000)).
13. A favorable ruling by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission in 1996, Dakota
Gasification Company, 77 F.E.R.C. 61,271 (1996), assured that the facility could operate in
the black by approving settlements entered into with the pipeline companies that purchase
gas from the facility. Those settlements allowed Great Plains to continue to charge abovemarket rates for gas sold under long-term gas purchase agreements. The affected pipeline
10.

Programs,in 2 ENERGY
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DOE provided guarantee commitments for two other projects
under the synthetic fuel loan guarantee program. The $1.1 billion Tosco
Oil Shale Project and the $800 million Union Oil Parachute Creek Oil
Shale Project, both in Colorado, were eventually transferred to the now
defunct U.S. Synthetic Fuels Corporation.1 4 The Tosco project was not
completed and the government guarantee was never executed. The
Union Oil project received a loan guarantee of $327 million for
equipment modification and a price guarantee of $173 million from the
Synthetic Fuels Corporation in 1987.15
During its short life, the U.S. Synthetic Fuels Corporation
provided financial commitments to five other projects, including the two
synthetic fuel projects transferred from DOE. Three were completed: the
Cool Water Coal Gasification Plant in the Mojave Desert ($120 million
price guarantee); the Dow Chemical Coal Gasification Plant in
Plaquemine, Louisiana ($620 million price guarantee); and the Wood
County, Texas, heavy oil project ($60 million loan guarantee). 6
B. Alcohol Fuel Loan Guarantees
Another DOE program authorized by Congress issued loan
guarantees to facilitate the construction of alcohol production facilities.17
These guarantees underwrote up to 90 percent of the private project debt
financing, which covered up to 90 percent of the total project costs.
Seven projects received conditional DOE commitments, but the
department entered into only three loan guarantees that resulted in the
construction of ethanol production facilities before the statutory authority for the program expired in 1985.8 Of the three, the $147 million New
Energy Company ethanol facility in South Bend, Indiana, has been in
operation since 1984. DOE paid out on the guarantee after New Energy
defaulted in 1987. After several refinancings with DOE and under new

companies owned subsidiaries that originally developed and operated the Great Plains
Facility.
14. The U.S. Synthetic Fuels Corporation was a short-lived corporation owned by the
U.S. government and established in 1980 under Title I of the Energy Security Act, Pub. L.
No. 96-294, 94 Stat. 611, 633 (1980) (codified at 42 U.S.C. §§ 8702 et seq. (2000). The
corporation expired in 1986.
15. See Reed & Tavares, supra note 10, at § 31.02(2)(e).
16. Id.
17. Biomass Energy and Alcohol Fuels Act of 1980, Title II of the Energy Security Act
of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-294, 94 Stat. 611, 683 (1980) (codified at 42 U.S.C. §§ 8801 et seq.

(2000)).
18. Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-272, Title
VII, Subtitle E, § 7301, 100 Stat. 82, 143 (1986).
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ownership, New Energy has become a major ethanol producer in the
Midwest. 19
The two other alcohol loan guarantees were less successful. DOE
stopped construction of the $90 million Agrifuels plant in New Iberia,
Louisiana, by withholding additional funding in 1987. DOE paid out $70
million on the guarantee and acquired the facility by foreclosure in 1987.
The plant was sold for salvage value three years later. The $90 million
Tennol Ethanol facility in Jasper, Tennessee, met a similar fate. In 1986,
the completed facility could not reach operating levels without the
infusion of more capital. The lender foreclosed on the property and DOE
paid out on the $60 million guarantee. DOE took title to the reconverted
plant in 1988 and sold the facility, which was then dismantled and
reconfigured in 1991.
C. Geothermal Loan Guarantees
DOE has entered into eight geothermal loan guarantees 2° that
have supported the development of various uses of geothermal power
for a total commitment of nearly $300 million. These projects primarily
used geothermal power to generate electrical energy. The loan
guarantees backed project debt of up to 75 percent of total project costs.
The authority for DOE to enter into geothermal loan guarantees has now
expired.2
The geothermal loan guarantee program achieved mixed results.
Although four project sponsors have fully repaid their loans, DOE has
had to pay off on its guarantee on the other four. One major success story
was Ormesa Geothermal, which used its DOE guarantee commitment to
build a 30-megawatt, $75 million electric generating facility that uses
geothermal fuel in Imperial Valley, California. Ormesa paid off its loan
within five years and used its experience with the Imperial Valley project
to get financing through the private sector for four other generating facilities in Southern California. Ormesa is now a major independent
power generator in that region.

19. Renewable Fuels Association, U.S. Fuel Ethanol ProductionCapacity, at http://www.
ethanolrfa.org/eth-prodifac.html (last updated Mar. 2003).
20. The Geothermal Energy Research and Development and Demonstration Act, Pub.
L. No. 93-410, Title H, 88 Stat. 1086 (1974) (codified as amended at 30 U.S.C. §§ 1141 et seq.
(2000)), authorized DOE to enter into loan guarantees of up to 75 percent of project costs to
encourage the private sector to develop geothermal resources.
21. See 30 U.S.C. § 1143 (2000).
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D. Future of Energy Loan Guarantees
Future federal loan guarantee programs in the energy sector
should be based on technologies that have proven commercial viability
and are on the verge of adoption by industry. Such programs should not
develop and demonstrate new technologies, but rather encourage long
term debt participation and other credit enhancements by the private
sector in new, but proven, green technologies that are in the process of
being adopted by industry. Congress, however, still attempts to look at
loan guarantees as a viable way to support energy policy initiatives.2
III. CURRENT DOE PROJECT FINANCING INSTRUMENTS
The historical use of the loan guarantee mechanism by the
federal government to finance new technologies for energy-production
facilities was largely unsuccessful. By guaranteeing a substantial portion
of each project's debt, the government assumed responsibility for the
project's risk instead of transferring it to the usual risk takers, such as
developers, engineers, procurement and construction contractors, and
lenders. The nature of the government's project due-diligence practice
did not take into account the market realities of the completed
production facilities. The government based its financing decisions on
whether the technology was innovative and could solve current
technological shortcomings in the industry and failed to follow standard
due-diligence practices that emphasize the financial viability of that
technology in the marketplace and whether that technology would be
adopted by industry. Once facilities were constructed, if the technology
was not commercially viable, both the developer and investors could
default on the loan and abandon the plant in a non-recourse
environment, leaving the government to pay on the guarantee and to
operate the facility or liquidate the assets. To avoid the government
22. There have been recent legislative initiatives to resurrect loan guarantees in the
energy sector. The Renewable Energy Loan Guarantee Act of 2001, H.R. 2774, 107th Cong.
(2001), would have established a Loan Guarantee Board, made up of the Secretaries of
Energy, Commerce, and the Treasury and the Chairman of the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System, to issue loan guarantees of not more than $750 million per project
for a "qualified renewable energy source facility." Tribal Energy Self-Sufficiency Act, H.R.
2412,107th Cong. (2001), if passed, would have established a program in the Department of
Energy for tribal corporations to develop electricity generation plants and transmission
facilities on Indian lands through use of loan guarantees. The Senate version of the proposed Energy Policy Act of 2002, H.R. 4, 107th Cong. (2002), contained two loan guarantee
provisions. Section 820B would have authorized loan guarantees for facilities that convert
municipal solid waste into ethanol, and section 710 sought to authorize loan guarantees to
further Alaska Natural Gas Transportation projects. No comparable provisions were contained in the House version.
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assuming these substantial project risks, while still encouraging the
development of commercially viable energy technologies, the
government began to look beyond loan guarantees and to condition its
financing on the project sponsors directly sharing in the proportionate
project risks through direct, up-front equity project cost sharing.
A. Cost Sharing Cooperative Agreements
By 1987, DOE began looking at risk sharing through the use of
cooperative agreements. A cooperative agreements is an instrument
through which the government provides financial assistance to a project
sponsor, on a cost-sharing basis, without taking an equity or security
interest in the venture. In return for this investment, the government has
a substantial involvement in the project to assure that the technology is
developed and demonstrated and that public interest goals of
commercialization are furthered. 24
Although cooperative agreements are not traditional financing
instruments in energy project financing, funds derived from this source
can be treated by the project sponsor as equity. The agreements also provide confidence to other equity and debt participants of the project's
technological merit and feasibility. In most instances, the involvement of
DOE has attracted new financial support for the project from traditional
project-financing sources.

23. Cooperative agreements are authorized by the Federal Grant and Cooperative
Agreement Act of 1977, Pub. L. No. 95-224, 92 Stat. 3 (codified at 31 U.S.C. §§ 6301 et seq.
(2000)), and are similar to a grant in that the subject of the agreement is to fulfill a public
purpose as established by statute. Like a grant, there is no legal requirement for a recipient
to pay back the government share or for the government to recoup its investment from
future profits. Unlike a grant, the government retains a role of substantial involvement in
the subject activity.
24. Rights to intellectual property developed under DOE cooperative agreements can
be complex. See 10 C.F.R. § 600.27 (2002). As a general matter, the rights to intellectual
property depend on the corporate nature of the entity receiving federal funds. If the entity
is a small business or a not-for-profit corporation, title to inventions developed under the
effort become property of the project sponsor. If it is a large corporate entity, title to
inventions remains with the government subject to a request for the government to waive
title. The government almost always waives its title in favor of the private-sector
participants but it retains a nonexclusive license to use the invention for government use
and for march-in rights if the invention is not commercialized. Data developed under the
effort normally may be protected from disclosure for up to five years. See 42 U.S.C. §
13541(d) (2000).
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1. Clean Coal Technology DemonstrationProjects
Coal, as an energy source, constitutes 23 percent of U.S. energy
consumption2 and is the most available source in the United States.
Consumption of coal, however, is also a leading contributor to greenhouse gas emissions. Future use of U.S. coal reserves will necessitate the
development of more efficient and cleaner utilization technologies.
Congress authorized the DOE's Clean Coal Technology Demonstration
Program in 1985 as the U.S. government's major initiative to encourage
the use of coal to its full potential as a source of energy (for both home
and abroad) by encouraging the development of highly efficient,
environmentally sound, and competitive coal utilization technologies.2
The project sponsor finances at least 50 percent of the total cost of the
project under cooperative agreements negotiated with DOE.7 The
purpose of the program is to introduce these technologies to the marketplace through commercial demonstration at a scale large enough for the
private sector to judge their commercial potential and readiness.'
The government shares in the profits and revenues of a
successful clean coal project to the extent that its contribution is fully
paid back.2 DOE negotiates the basis of payback. Although DOE receives
no security interest in the facility, it retains monitoring and oversight
authority, retains the intellectual property march-in rights to ensure that
the technology will be commercially available even if the project sponsor
fails to market the technology and negotiates recoupment schedules for
the government share of profits.
In the 15 years since the program's conception, DOE has
contributed $1.8 billion in cost-share financing for 38 projects, of which
22 have resulted in completed projects that have shown commercial
25. ENERGY INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DEP'T OF ENERGY, ANNUAL ENERGY
REVIEw, Figure 55, Renewable Energy Consumption by Source 1949-2001 (2001), available at
http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/aer/ep/renew.html.
26. See, e.g., Dep't of Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year
1986, Pub. L. No. 99-190, 99 Stat. 1224, 1251 (1985) (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 5903d (2000)).
27. See 42 U.S.C. § 5903d (2000).
28. See generally ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR FossIL ENERGY, U.S. DEP'T OF ENERGY,
CLEAN COAL TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM-PROGRAM UPDATE 2000, at
http:/ /www.lanl.gov/projects/cctc/resources/library/bibliography/demonstration/
apg/bibd.apg.html (last visited Mar. 18,2003).
29. This "recoupment" provision was specifically required under the Department of
the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations Act for 2001, Pub. L. No. 106-291, 114
Stat. 922, 975 (2000). This is the only statutory mandate that requires recoupment, or payback, of government cost sharing in DOE cooperative agreements. As of this date, DOE has
received recoupment payments from six clean coal projects. See generally U.S. Dep't of
Energy, Clean Coal Technology Demonstration Program Update 2001 (July 2002), DOE/FE-044,
3-10, available at http://www.lanl.gov/projects/cctc/resources/pdfsprog/cctupdat/cct
pgm_2001.pdf (last visited May 21, 2003).
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feasibility. Of the 16 that are currently active, 15 sold a fully
demonstrated and commercialized clean coal technology. The financial
commitment from project sponsors for these projects is $3.5 billion,
resulting in an overall cost-share for the program of 34 percent
government and 66 percent private sector. 3° Building on the success of
the Clean Coal Technology Demonstration Program, the Bush
Administration sought a $150 million appropriation for Fiscal Year 2002
as a down payment on a $2 billion, ten-year clean coal initiative.3'
Congress approved this request and gave DOE permission to add
advance appropriations expected in the future. 2 The result is that the
Department of Energy issued a Round 1 solicitation totaling $330 million
on March 4, 2002.3 The Fiscal Year 2003 budget proposal contained
another $150 million in additional funds to continue the initiative.'
2. Alternative Energy Power Generation
Electric power outages in the western United States in 2000 and
2001 have brought home the undeniable reality that the volatility and
reliability of demand and supply in the domestic energy sector can cause
periods of economic instability for the foreseeable future. New sources of
electric generation must and will be tapped to supply the ever-increasing
demand that the high-tech and consumer-orientated U.S. economy
requires. Between 1998 and 1999, renewable energy consumption in the
United States increased three percent, to more than seven quadrillion
British thermal units (BTU), an amount accounting for almost eight
percent of total U.S. energy consumption (see Exhibit 1).' The electric
30. See generally U.S. Dep't of Energy, supra note 29.
31. Id.
32. See Conference Report to the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations Act for
Fiscal Year 2002, H.R. REP. No. 107-234, at 116 (2001).
33. See U.S. Dep't of Energy, President's Clean Coal Initiative Underway: Energy
Department's Solicitation Calls on Industry to Match $330 Million in Federal Funding, Mar. 4,
2002, at http://www.fossil.energy.gov/techline/tl-ccpi2002sol.shtml (last visited Mar. 18,
2003).
34. Dep't of Interiorand Related Agencies Appropriationsfor 2003: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Interior,House Comm. on Appropriations,Part 3, 107th Cong. 1098-1100 (2002).
35. ENERGY INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DEP'T OF ENERGY, RENEWABLE
ENERGY ANNUAL 2000 ix (Mar. 2001) (contains 1999 data), available at http://www.eia.doe.
gov/cneaf/solar.renewables/page/pubs.html. While this article addresses federal
incentives for new technology development in the renewables sector, major credit for the
development of renewable energy on the grid in the past 20 years can be traced to the
passage of Section 210 of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA), Pub.
L. No. 95-617, 92 Stat. 317 (codifed as amended at 16 U.S.C.§ 824a-3 (2000)), as amended by
Solar, Wind, and Geothermal Power Production Incentives Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101575, 104 Stat 2834. Section 210 requires utilities to purchase renewable power under longterm contracts from small, non-utility power producers if the power is produced from a
qualified facility (as defined under Section 210 and interpreted by the Federal Energy
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power sector is the largest direct consumer of energy in the United
States, consuming 36 percent of all energy consumed in 2000,
representing power worth over $200 bilion. 36 Projections indicate that
megawatts of
the United States will require an increase of up to 200,000
2010. 37
additional power capacity to meet demand by
Exhibit 1
U.S. Energy Consumption by Choice, 1999
All Energy Sources
(94.4 Quatratrillion Btu)
Renewable
Energy
8%

~Petroleum

11

Coal

8

223%
Nuclear Electric
8%

Natural Gas
23%

A significant national goal is to meet future demand for electric power
without compromising the nation's environmental standardsl In tandem with that goal, the primary objective of the Federal Government's
power technology development programs9 is to invest in a competitive
diversity of new energy systems for power generation using such tech-

Regulatory Commission) and the renewable power can be provided to the utilities at the
utilities' avoided cost level. This law was the major factor in the expansion of the
independent power market and specifically the wind, solar, geothermal and biopower
industries. See generally, e.g., 1 STEVEN FERRY, LAW OF INDEPENDENT POWER §§ 4:1-4:42
(2000). Further discussion of the impact of PURPA on the renewables industry is beyond
the scope of this article.
36. Energy and Water Development Appropriationsfor 2003: Hearings Before the Subcomm.
on Energy and Water Dev., House Comm. on Appropriations, Part4, 107th Cong. 1198 (2002).
37. Id. at 1199.
38. See generally NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY-REPORT OF THE NATIONAL ENERGY POLIcY
DEVELOPMENT GROuP, supra note 5, at ch. 3.
39. Energy and Water Development Appropriationsfor 2001: Hearings Before the Subcomm.
on Energy and Water Dev., House Comm. on Appropriations,Part4, 106th Cong. 1094 (2000).
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nologies as photovoltaic,40 solar,41 geothermal,' biomass, 3 wind, 4 energy
storage, and hydrogen fuel cells4 in distributive power transmission
40. Targeted for development are new high-efficiency devices and silicon crystal
growth methods for thin film wafer silicon technologies for photovoltaic (PV) devices and
overall reliability of the entire PV system, including balance-of-system components such as
inverters. Among the objectives are in situ process diagnostics and intelligent processing
for integrated module manufacturing scale-up. See Energy and Water Development Appropriations for 2002: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Energy and Water Dev., House Comm. on Appropriations,Part5, 107th Cong. 1591 (2001).
41. Because of their "inherent flexibility and scalability," solar technologies encompass
a wide range of applications, including large-scale power production using concentrated
solar power, on-site electric generation, and "thermal energy for space heating and hot
water." Id. at 1590. The goals of the development and demonstration efforts are to improve
performance and reliability and reduce costs from 25 cents per kilowatt-hour in 2000 to 18
cents per kilowatt-hour in 2000. Id.
42. Technology improvements can reduce the costs of generating geothermal power to
three cents per kilowatt-hour by 2010 (as compared to five cents to eight cents in 2000).
Improved methods of exploration and drilling for deeper thermal resources through the
DOE's Geopowering the West program will result in twice as many states with geothermal
electric power facilities. Id. at 1588.
43. The DOE Biomass Power Systems Program develops technologies and processes
that convert promising biomass feedstock into electric power through co-firing with coal or
through thermo-chemical conversion. More cost-effective and efficient biomass gasification
combined-cycle systems are being demonstrated through leveraged private-public sector
partnerships representing a diverse feedstock supply and shortened developmental cycles.
Id. at 1585.
44. Wind is arguably the renewable technology that is best positioned today as a viable
commercial source for electric generation. It has shown high promise for becoming a major
supply of low-cost, clean energy in many parts of the United States, especially the Midwest
and Texas. The next generation of wind turbines is targeted to achieve a cost of three cents
per kilowatt-hour at class 6 (15 miles per hour annual average) wind sites by 2004. Federal
investment in wind technologies helped in lowering "the cost of wind generated electricity
by 90% over the past two decades, encouraging the development of nearly 1,700 megawatts
of new U.S. wind capacity in 2001." See Energy and Water Development Appropriationsfor
2003: HearingsBefore the Subcomm on Energy and Water Dev., House Comm. on Appropriations,
Part 4, 107th Cong. 1184 (2002). See also Christine Real de Azua, The Future of Wind Energy,
14 TUL. ENvTL. L.J. 485 (2001).
45. The efficiency, reliability, capacity and power quality of electric generation, transmission, and delivery will be critical into the twenty-first century. The R&D goal of the
energy storage program is to develop energy storage facilities with an energy density
greater than five kilowatt-hours per square-foot at a cost below $700 per kilowatt-hour. In
addition, superconductivity research, tied closely with industry, will design an advanced
electric apparatus that will reduce energy losses by half and provide equipment half the
size of current systems by 2010 through the use of high temperature superconducting
wires. See Energy and Water Development Appropriationsfor 2003: HearingsBefore the Subcomm.
on Energy and Water Dev., House Comm. on Appropriations,Part4, 107th Cong. 1286-87 (2002).
46. The promise of safe, cost-effective hydrogen technology as an energy carrier that
can power pollution-free, carbon-free cells makes it a critical player in future energy portfolios. In the near term, technology will be developed to produce hydrogen from natural gas;
in the long term, technologies will be developed that will produce cost-effective hydrogen
from renewable sources. These R&D activities "will demonstrate a conversion technology
that will improve the cost of hydrogen production from natural gas from $3.75 per kilo-
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systems and on grid applications, including hybrid systems. In 2001,
over $330 million in federal funding was allocated for projects that involve research, development, and demonstration of these technologies.
More than 50 percent of these funds are used for direct DOE financing of
developmental and demonstration power and delivery projects through
the use of cost-sharing cooperative agreements.
Exhibit 2 outlines the funding profile for federal financing of the
in 2001.47
various alternative power technologies
Exhibit 2
U.S. FUNDING OF ALTRNATIVE POWER TECHNOLOGIES
Total Funding FY 2001 - $330 Million
Electric
Storage&
Delivery
16%

2%
Hydropower
Photovolotaic
23%
Biomass

10%

10%

21%

Geothermal

Hydrogen
9%

Wind
12%

The level of federal cost sharing in technology projects under
cooperative agreements is dependent on how far the technology's
development has advanced. If the project technology is at the research or
development phase, the federal cost share can rise to the level of 80
percent of project costs. However, if the power project is a commercial
scale demonstration project, applicable law will limit the federal share to
gram in 2000, when produced in large quantities, to $2.50 per kilogram in 2006." See Energy
and Water Development Appropriationsfor 2003: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Energy and
Water Dev., House Comm. on Appropriations, Part4, 107th Cong. 1199 (2002). President Bush,
in his 2003 State of the Union Address, proposed a $1.2 billion, five-year research effort
called "Freedom Fuel" to develop the technologies and infrastructure needed to produce,
store, and distribute hydrogen for use in fuel cells and electric generation. See generally U.S.
Dep't of Energy, Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, FreedomCarand Fuel Initiative, at
http://www.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenfuel/ (last visited Mar. 24, 2003). Many futurists
tout hydrogen as the best potential resource to be used in the future to assure that the life
style now enjoyed in the United States can be shared by all world societies in the future
without causing a global warming catastrophe. See, e.g., JEREMY RIEKIN, THE HYDROGEN
EcONOMY (2002). See also discussion of FeedomCAR, infra text accompanying notes 62-72.
47. Conference Report to the Energy and Water Development Appropriations Act for
Fiscal Year 2001, H.R. Rep. No. 106-907, at 127-28 (2000).
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no more than 50 percent of total project costs.40 Normally, projects are
selected through a competitive process under a public solicitation for
applications issued from the DOE Office of Power Technologies. 9
Negotiation of awards of the cooperative agreements normally takes two
months after selection. All projects must undergo a federal
environmental review before funds can be released. When a consortium
of firms participates in a large demonstration project, as frequently
happens, the primary project developer acts as an agent for the
consortium and contracts with DOE. The primary developer must be a
U.S.-owned corporation. Although the other participants may be foreignowned entities, the overall project and the resulting intellectual property
must be shown to benefit the domestic economy.'s
3. Biofuel Energy ProductionSystems
One objective of the U.S. government is to stimulate the creation
and early adoption of technologies needed to make biobased products
and bioenergy cost competitive in large national and international
markets."' DOE considers partnerships with entities from the agriculture
and fuel development industries to be essential for establishing a
bioethanol industry.52 Such an industry could significantly advance the
redevelopment of rural economies in the United States.53 With regard to
technologies that can convert a wide variety of agricultural feedstocks
into ethanol, DOE will invest in commercial-scale demonstration projects
through cooperative agreements that require at least a 50 percent cost

48. Energy Policy Act of 1992, Pub. L. No. 102-486, §§ 3002(a) & (b), 106 Stat. 2776
(codified at 42 U.S.C. §§ 13542(a) & (b) (2000)). However, separate waivers of cost share
provisions are contained in those subsections. Reduction of the private sector cost share for
research and development can be approved if the activity consists of basic or fundamental
research. Reduction of cost share for demonstration and commercialization projects can
also be approved if the technological risks are high and the project is important to
accomplish the goals of the program. Id.
49. See U.S. Dep't of Energy, Golden Field Office, Business Opportunities, at
http://www.go.doe.gov/businessopportunities.htm (last visited Mar. 24, 2003); see also
U.S. Dep't of Energy, Office of Power Technologies, Solicitations (for current solicitations),
at http://www.eere.energy.gov/power/cur-opt-solicitations.html (last visited May 21,
2003).
50. Energy Policy Act of 1992, Pub. L. No. 102-486, § 2306, 106 Stat. 2776 (codified at 42
U.S.C. § 13525 (2000)). The Office of the U.S. Trade Representative must concur with DOE
determinations on whether a U.S. corporation that is owned by a foreign corporation meets
the test of Section 2306.
51. Exec. Order No. 13134,64 Fed. Reg. 44,639 (1999).
52. Biomass Research and Development Act of 2000, Title III of the Agriculture
Protection Act of 2000, Pub. L. No. 106-224, 114 Stat. 358, 428 (2000).
53. Id.
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share. In 2002, Congress provided $54 million to continue this programs
DOE's approach is to highly leverage its available funding,s and federal
support is expected to advance the technologies to the extent that the
production cost of cellulose-based ethanol will fall to $1.20 per gallon by
2005 and $1.07 per gallon by 2010.'
4. Heavy Industry Energy Efficiency Projects
American manufacturing and extracting industries consume
57
"about 38 percent of all energy used in the United States. More than 80
percent of the energy consumption in American manufacturing occurs in
seven process industries: forest products, steel, aluminum, metal casting,
glass, chemicals, and petroleum. Mining and agriculture are major
energy users in the extraction industry. The seven process industries,
mining, and agriculture all require high levels of capitalization and face
stiff international competition as well as considerable commercial risk
associated with adopting new technologies. All of these factors limit
corporate investment in advanced research and development for energyefficient processes and pollution prevention.

54. Conference Report to the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations Act for
Fiscal Year 2002, H.R. REP. No. 107-234, at 146 (2001).
55. See U.S. Dep't of Energy, Golden Field Office, supra note 49.
56. Energy and Water Development Appropriationsfor 2003: Hearings Before the Subcomm.
on Energy and Water Dev., House Comm. on Appropriations, Part4, 107th Cong. 1199 (2002).
57. See Dep't of the Interiorand Related Agencies Appropriationsfor 2001: Hearings Before
the Subcomm. on the Interiorand Related Agencies, House Comm. on Appropriations,Part3, 106th
Cong. 1057 (2000).
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Exhibit 3
Energy Use by Industry
Industries of the Future

Other Misc.
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Metalcasting
1%
Forest Products

Glass

Agriculture

6%

1%

4%

Petroleum
21%
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3%'

Chemicals
21%
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DOE's Industries of the Future Program targets these nine
industries (see Exhibit 3)u by entering into cost sharing cooperative
agreements for projects that develop and demonstrate industrial
processes to reduce energy consumption and the adverse environmental
impacts associated with energy consumption. 9 These partnerships allow
the industry participants to determine their developmental needs, in the
hope that the technology is adopted by the industry after demonstration.
More than 140 technologies have been successfully demonstrated and
have reached the marketplace under this program, 60 with significant
energy savings to industry and positive environmental impacts for the
United States. These cooperative agreements are subject to the same 50
percent cost sharing and Oiomestic ownership restriction noted above.'
Approximately $175 million was funded for this program in 2001. 62
58. See Dep't of the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriationsfor 2002: Hearings Before a
Subcomm. on the Dep't of the Interiorand Related Agencies, House Comm. on Appropriations,Part
3, 107th Cong. 847 (2001) (source of Exhibit 3).
59. See U.S. Dep't of Energy, Office of Industrial Technologies, Solicitation, at http://
www.oit.doe.gov/news/solicitations.shtml (last visited Mar. 24, 2003).
60. See U.S. DEP'T OF ENERGY, OFFICE OF INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES, SUMMARY OF
PROGRAM REsuLmS (Jan. 2001), availableat http://www.oit.doe.gov.
61. See supra text accompanying notes 35-50.
62. Conference Report to the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations Act for
Fiscal Year 2001, H.R. REP. NO. 106-914, at 219 (2000).
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5. FreedomCAR Initiative
The U.S. transportation sector is almost totally dependant on
petroleum, and this use constitutes 67 percent of the nation's overall
petroleum consumption.' The use of fuel cell technology as a
replacement to conventional internal combustion engines has been found
to be two-to-three times more efficient in converting fuel to power.' In a
change of direction for federal transportation research and development,
DOE will be directing R&D dollars to the longer-term goal of reducing
consumption of petroleum through the development of hydrogenpowered fuel cell vehicles and the hydrogen-supply infrastructure
needed to support them.6
On January 9, 2002, DOE announced6 the formation of an R&D
67
partnership with the U.S. Council for Automotive Research called the
FreedomCAR Partnership. FreedomCAR is a government/industry, precompetitive research collaborative for the advancement of highefficiency vehicles, focusing on the use of fuel cells in vehicles and
hydrogen produced from domestic renewable energy sources.
FreedomCAR replaces the previous government/industry Partnership
for a New Generation of Vehicles Program, which was based on
increasing fuel-efficiency and lowering emissions in production
vehicles. 4 The transition of vehicles from gasoline to hydrogen is viewed

63. Current level of petroleum usage by the nation's transportation sector amounts to
approximately 10 million barrels of imported oil each day. Petroleum accounts for 97 percent of the fuel consumed by the transportation sector. See generally U.S. Dep't of Energy,
Office of Transportation Technologies, FreedomCAR: The Partnership to Develop America's
Hydrogen Economy of the Future, at http://www.ott.doe.gov/pdfs/202.pdf (last visited Mar.
24, 2003). See also Dep't of the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriationsfor 2003: Hearings
Before a Subcomm. on the Dep't of the Interiorand Related Agencies, House Comm. on Appropriations, Part3, 107th Cong. 634 (2002).
64. See U.S. Dep't of Energy, Office of Transportation Technologies, supra note 62,
citing findings of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
65. Id.
66. Press Release, U.S. Dep't of Energy, Energy Secretary Abraham Launches
FreedomCAR, Replaces PNGV (Jan. 9, 2002), available at http://www.energy.gov/HQ
Press/releases02/janpr/pr0200l.htm (last visited Mar. 23,2003).
67. The U.S. Council for Automotive Research is an industry trade group representing
DaimlerChrysler Corporation, Ford Motor Company, and General Motors Corporation for
purposes of advancing automotive research and development. For the FreedomCAR
Partnership plan between the Counsel of Automotive Research and the DOE, see
http://www.ott.doe.gov/pdfs/freedomcar-plan.pdf (Sept. 5,2002).
68. The Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles (PNGV) was a collaboration
between DOE, its national laboratories, and the major American auto manufacturers for
research and development of advanced manufacturing technologies to produce vehicles
with triple fuel efficiencies including hybrid-electric vehicle drive and fuel cell
technologies. See The Federal Government's Role in Fuel Cell Research and Development (May
16,1998) http://www.ott.doe.gov/documents/fuelcell/sld001.htm.
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as critical to both reducing carbon dioxide emissions and to reducing
U.S. reliance on foreign oil. FreedomCAR will focus on developing
technologies to enable mass production of affordable hydrogen-powered
fuel cell vehicles, and to allow for the development of the hydrogensupply infrastructure necessary to support them. FreedomCAR's longterm goal is to develop technologies for hydrogen-powered fuel cell cars
and trucks that will require no foreign oil and emit no harmful pollutants
or greenhouse gases. In addition, this initiative will fund pilot
demonstrations required to prove the feasibility of the infrastructure
necessary for widespread use of hydrogen-fueled vehicles. In
combination with the Bush Administration's proposed Freedom Fuel
initiative, 9 the federal government's $1.7 billion, five-year investment
could create a viable option for the American public to purchase
practical and cost-effective fuel cell vehicles by 2020 while also reducing
the demand for foreign oil by over 11 million barrels per day and
reducing yearly greenhouse gas emissions by 500 million metric tons by
the year 204070
Like previous advances that have the potential to fundamentally
change the status quo in transportation technology, the implementation
of the hydrogen economy and infrastructure will take an uncertain
period of time. But a plausible scenario can be postulated of an interim
period in which less complex hydrogen fuel-cell generators will be
developed and marketed first to businesses and homes, establishing a
distributive micropower network that could form an energy-sharing
infrastructure analogous to the Internet.? This will lower the price of the
reliability and storage of the technology. Adapting this technology to the
transportation sector will follow using existing reconverted petroleumbased filling station and fuel distribution infrastructure as a viable
avenue for distributing off-site hydrogen?2 An even more radical
scenario is to refuel with hydrogen at home or work using the existing
natural gas supply system.7

69. See supranote 46 and accompanying text.
70. See U.S. Dep't of Energy, Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, FreedomCarand
Fuel Initiative,supra note 46.
71. Energy supply and demand can flow both ways. For example at night, the fuel cell
car could be used to channel 20 kilowatts of power into a residential home, or to be sold
back to the energy web. See generally Rifkin, supranote 46.
72. L. Bums, J.B. McCormick, & C. Borroni-Bird, Vehicle of Change, Sci. AM., Oct. 2002,
at 72.
73. Id.
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6. InternationalPower Projects
One DOE program supports deployment of U.S. energy
efficiency and renewable energy technologies to developing countries or
74
nations with economies in transition. The intent of this program is to
assist these countries in meeting energy development needs and in
reducing greenhouse gas emissions by the export of U.S. green
technologies. Current funding for this program is $3 million.7 One goal
of the program is to co-sponsor the development of up to ten energy
projects in key regions in the developing world to enhance generating
76
capacity by using U.S. developed renewable energy technology. This
sponsorship is accomplished with financial support from the U.S.
Initiative on Joint Implementation.7 Projects are funded through the
(IUEP) based on
International Utility Efficiency Partnership
competitively awarded projects that reduce carbon dioxide emissions
using voluntary market-based mechanisms. These projects are carried
out under contracts between the project sponsor and the IUEP. Although
selected projects do not involve cooperative agreements directly with
DOE, they are subject to the review of DOE to determine if continued
funding would fall within DOE program goals.
7. Tribal Renewable Energy Resources
Pursuant to a program established under Title 26 of the Energy
Policy Act of 1992,78 DOE is authorized to provide financial assistance to
eligible Native American Tribes to develop the power generation
capacity needed to meet tribal energy needs for both residential and
industrial uses. These projects are undertaken through competitively

74. The statutory basis for DOE's international renewable energy program is the
Energy Policy Act of 1992, Pub. L. No. 102-486, § 1608, 106 Stat. 2776 (codified at 42 U.S.C. §
13387 (2000)), which requires program coordination between DOE and the U.S. Agency for
International Development.
75. H.R. REP. No. 107-258, at 144 (2001). DOE has requested an expanded budget for
the International Program for Fiscal Year 2003 of $3.66 million to support increased
emphasis on emerging energy issues and market development and export initiatives for
bringing clean technologies to Latin America. Energy and Water Development Appropriations
for 2003: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Energy and Water Dev., House Comm. on
Appropriations,Part 4, 107th Cong. 1311 (2002).
76. See Energy and Water Development Appropriations for 2002: Hearings Before the
Subcomm. on Energy and Water Dev., House Comm. on Appropriations, Part 4, 107th Cong.
1210, 1212 (2001).
77. The U.S. Initiative on Joint Implementation (USIJI) is a U.S. interagency program
led by DOE and the Environmental Protection Agency that supports the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change. See U.S. Initiative on Joint Implementation, What Is
JI/USIJI, at http://www.gcrio.org/usiji/about/whatii.htnil (last visited Mar. 23,2003).
78. See 25 U.S.C. §§ 3501 et seq.(2000).
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selected, cost-shared cooperative agreements,7 using renewable energy
technologies and resources. Current funding is approximately $3 million,
but the program will be expanding to $8.3 million in Fiscal Year 2003.80
B. Energy Savings Performance Contracts
The federal government is the nation's largest consumer of
energy, with annual expenditures for energy consumption of $4 billion. 1
The Office of Technology Assessment found that federal agencies lagged
far behind the private sector in taking advantage of energy conservation
products and technology. To reduce federal energy consumption costs,
Congress has allowed the federal government to enter into long-term
energy savings performance contracts (ESPCs). 8 This authority allows
federal agencies to waive their standard requirements for up-front
capital funding and one-year contracts and enter into contracts for up to
25 years with energy service companies (ESCOs) for the purpose of
saving energy-consumption costs at federal installations. The energy
savings that result from the installation and use of the equipment by a
private contractor can be shared between the government and the
contractor.? The U.S. government is now firmly committed to improving
energy efficiency in federal buildings by 35 percent, resulting in a
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 30 percent by the year 2010.8
Typically under such contracts,n ESCOs will risk their own
capital or apply traditional private-sector, project financing techniques to
fabricate, install and service their own equipment, or to provide major
79. See 25 U.S.C. § 3506(d) (2000). A minimum non-federal cost share of 20 percent is
required if the tribal entity is a non-profit corporation. If the private entity is a for-profit
company, the minimum non-federal share is 50 percent. Id.
80. Energy and Water Development Appropriationsfor 2003: Hearings Before the Subcomm.
on Energy and Water Dev., House Comm. on Appropriations, Part 4, 107th Cong. 1308 (2002).
This amount is subject to the availability of Fiscal Year 2003 appropriations as directed in
the reports to that legislation.
81. Dep't of Interior and Related Agencies Appropriationsfor 2003: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on the Dep't. of the Interiorand Related Agencies, House Comm. on Appropriations, Part3,
107th Cong. 740 (2002).
82. Title VIII of the National Energy Conservation Policy Act, as amended by the
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985, Pub. L. No. 99-272, § 7201, 100
Stat. 82, 142-143 (1986) (codified at 42 U.S.C. §§ 8260, 8287 (2000)); Energy Policy Act of
1992, Pub. L. No. 102-486, § 155, 106 Stat. 2776, 2852-55 (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 8287 (2000)).
Before the 1992 amendment, these contracts were called "shared energy savings contracts."
83. See H. R. REP. No. 99-453, at 442 (1986).
84. Exec. Order No. 13123, 64 Fed. Reg. 30,851 (June 8, 1999). The percentage
reductions are based on a 1985 baseline and the reductions are now applicable to federal
laboratory and industrial facilities.
85. In 1995, the DOE promulgated regulations governing the use of ESPCs, now
codified at 10 C.F.R. §§ 436.30 et seq. (2002).
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facility improvements, such as a cogeneration facility, at federal
installations at no cost to the government. The ESCO then shares in the
energy savings generated by his product at a negotiated percentage. That
percentage assures that the contractor's costs and debt service will be
amortized over the life of the contract and provides the contractor with a
profit. At the end of the contract term, the government can take title to
the improvements or exercise an option to purchase, depending upon
the original contract terms.6
A new contracting tool has been developed to expedite the
undertaking of energy savings projects by the government. Called
"regional super-ESPCs," these new contracts resemble conventional
ESPCs, but instead of focusing on a specific site, they address a large
geographical territory. These super-ESPCs are indefinite-delivery,
indefinite-quantity-type contracts that allow agencies to negotiate sitespecific delivery orders from an approved pool of ESCOs without having
to re-procure the services at every site.7
The federal government has awarded 44 super-ESPCs to 17
six regions. These projects will be implemented with $38.7
for
ESCOs
sector project financing. It is estimated that these
private
in
million
up to $82.5 million in generated savings from that
paid
be
ESCOs will
capital investment.8 In 2001, $120 million in delivery orders were
awarded under these contracts.89 As a result of the federal government's
increased emphasis on energy conservation at the agency level due to the
recent electric disruption in California, the benefits of this unique form of
government contracting and government partnership with the private
sector can only increase. For example, the prospective energy savings
through cogeneration' will encourage the use of ESPCs to build
cogeneration facilities at federal reservations. Cogeneration projects will
save the government power costs due to lower rates and act as a buffer

86.

See 132 CONG. REc. S2731 (daily ed. Mar. 14, 1986) (colloquy between Sen. McClure

and Sen. Johnston). See also Christopher J.Aluotto, Privatizingand Combining Electricity and
Energy ConservationRequirements on Military Installations,30 PUB. CONT. L.J. 723, 743 (2001).

87. See generally U.S. Dep't of Energy, Federal Energy Management Program, Financing
Alternatives, at http://www.eren.doe.gov/femp/financealt.html (last visited Mar. 23,

2003).

88. See Dep't of Interior and Related Agencies Appropriationsfor 2001: Hearings Before the
Subcomm. on the Dept. of the Interiorand Related Agencies, House Comm. on Appropriations, Part
3, 106th Cong. 1029 (2000).

89. Dep't of Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations for 2003: Hearings Before the,
Subcomm. on the Dep't of the Interiorand Related Agencies, House Comm. on Appropriations, Part
3, 107th Cong. 749 (2002).
90. Cogeneration technologies use otherwise wasted heat from industrial processes to
produce electricity for either on-site use or transfer to the grid. "Cogeneration" is a term
that refers to the production of electricity and a second form of useful energy, i.e., thermal
heat. See generally 1 FERRY, supranote 35, at § 2:1.
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to absorb future rate increases from primary utility suppliers. The
resulting revenue stream from the contractor's share of the energy
savings will pay its debt service and provide a profit over the life of the
long-term contract.
C. National Laboratory Participation in Projects
The federal government spends over $20 billion per year on research and development at over 700 federal laboratories, which employ
one-sixth of the nation's scientists and research engineers.91 Before the
late 1980s, the private sector had little, if any, access to the research conducted at these installations for commercial applications because there
was either no authority or no financial incentive to work with federal
research institutions in cooperative research ventures. Beginning in the
1980s, Congress enacted legislation to improve the transfer of commer92
cially useful technologies from the federal labs to the private sector.
Congress also encouraged federal labs to enter into cooperative research
and development agreements (CRADA) with private industry as a
means of technology transfer to benefit both sides of the partnership. 9
The DOE complex of government-owned, contractor-operated
national laboratories 94 is the largest and most extensive research arm of
91. See S. REP. No. 99-283, at 1-2 (1986), reprintedin 1986 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3442.
92. See, e.g., Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-502, 100 Stat. 1785
(codified at 15 U.S.C. §§ 3701, 3710(a), 3711-14 (2000)); Stevenson-Wydler Technology Innovation Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-480, 94 Stat. 2311 (codified at 15 U.S.C. § 3701 (2000));
National Competitiveness Technology Transfer Act of 1989, Pub. L. No. 101-189, 103 Stat.
1352 (codified at 15 U.S.C. § 3701 (2000)); National Technology Transfer and Advancement
Act of 1995, Pub. L. No. 104-113, 110 Stat. 775 (1996) (codified at 15 U.S.C. § 3701 (2000)).
Under cooperative research and development agreements (CRADA), the laboratory and
the industrial partner share the intellectual property brought into and created through the
CRADA activity. Technical data produced under the CRADA are protected from disclosure
for five years after the CRADA is completed. The industrial partner has title to all patents
resulting from its own efforts under the CRADA. The laboratory contractor retains rights to
inventions developed by the laboratory under the CRADA, but the partner is guaranteed
an option on an exclusive license in a negotiated field of use for royalties.
93. 15 U.S.C. § 3710(a) (2000). DOE has approved the use of a standard modular
CRADA that contains pre-approved clauses designed to streamline the approval process.
See U.S. DEP'T OF ENERGY, COOPERATIVE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS
MANUAL (2001), available at http://www.directives.doe.gov/pdfs/doe/doetext/neword/
483/m4831-1.html (modular CRADA agreement).

94.

See generally U.S.

Dep't of Energy,

Technology Partnership Gateway, at

http://www.energy.gov/business/partners/techpartnergate.html (last visited Mar. 23,
2003) (a communications hub for accessing technology developed at the national laboratories). The DOE national laboratories include Ames (Iowa), Argonne (Illinois), Brookhaven
(New York), Idaho Engineering and Environmental (Idaho), Lawrence Berkley (California),
Lawrence Livermore (California), Los Alamos (New Mexico), National Energy Technology
(West Virginia), Renewable Energy (Colorado), Oak Ridge (Tennessee), Pacific Northwest
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the federal government.9 By 2000, approximately 700 active CRADAs
were in place with private business to achieve both the objectives of its
R&D programs, as well as to provide technology commercialization opportunities for business. Although CRADAs generally do not result in
the construction of full-scale energy production facilities, industry has
used the technology available under these CRADAs to foster energydevelopment projects. Moreover, in many instances, DOE encourages
developers that receive project financing under DOE cooperative agreements to obtain technical assistance from DOE laboratories under concurrent CRADA instruments.
Exhibit 4 shows the number of CRADA instruments that have
been active in the years between 1998 and 2001.9
Exhibit 4
Active Industry CRADAs with U.S.-Owned Laboratories
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After reaching its peak in 1996, the number of CRADAs is now
decreasing. This decline in activity may represent either a variance between the short-term R&D objectives of the private sector and the longerterm R&D efforts that form the current national laboratories' core missions or the dissatisfaction business may be experiencing in dealing with

(Washington), Princeton Plasma Physics (New Jersey), Sandia (New Mexico), and Thomas
Jefferson Accelerator (Virginia).
95. As of 2002, the DOE complex of national laboratories has entered into 1162 active
invention licenses and 843 other intellectual property licenses. Of these licenses, 1012 are
royalty-bearing, generating a total income of over $21 million. Paul Gottlieb, Asst. Gen.
Counsel for Tech. Transfer and Intellectual Property, Presentation at the 2002 DOE Technology Partnerships Conference, June 12, 2002 (Powerpoint slides on file with author).
96. Id.
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the national laboratory system. 97 It is likely that as the National Laboratories redirect more efforts to matters concerning homeland security in the
coming years, the respective R&D interests of the private sector and the
national laboratories may harmonize, resulting in more collaboration
opportunities.
As federally financed R&D centers,98 the national laboratories
can also enter into subcontracts with private sector entities for R&D efforts, under the overall auspices of their prime contract with DOE. In
some instances, laboratories can enter into arrangements with private
sector concerns under which the laboratory will undertake research efforts directly for the private concern for full cost reimbursement.9 Normally, however, laboratories will enter into DOE mission-related, costshare R&D subcontracts that are awarded under competitive solicitations
in those core technical areas where the laboratory can offer its unique
technical capabilities for proper project oversight. 1m For example, approximately one-half of the R&D budget of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory in Golden, Colorado, is used for subcontracting efforts
on applied science R&D in areas where it has established the technical
capability, such as wind, solar, hydrogen, and geothermal technologies.
97. Some elements of the private sector have expressed frustration in dealing with the
laboratories due to the following: (i) the high cost of administering the agreements, (ii) the
laboratories' technologies were not mature enough to bring to commercial fruition, (iii)
long term efforts were frustrated by changes in congressional policies, and (iv) the time it
takes to structure worthwhile agreements with the laboratories. See Technology Transfer:
FrustratedIndustry Shuns Government Laboratory Research, MANUFACTURING & TECH. NEWS,
Sept. 16, 2002, at http://www.manufacturingnews.com/news/O2/O916/artl.html (last
visited Mar. 23,2003).
98. A Federally Funded Research and Development Center (FFRDC) is a research
organization that has a special long-term relationship with the federal governmerit that
affords the organization privileged information and access to federal facilities to assist the
government in fulfilling critical federal mission goals. See 48 C.F.R. § 35.017 (2002). All DOE
national laboratories are afforded the special FFRDC status, which allows them to conduct
subcontracting activities to further the agencies' research and development mission. Id. at §
35.017-1(c).
99. This type of activity is referred to as "work for others," i.e., work undertaken by
DOE laboratories that is not funded by DOE appropriations. See U.S. Dep't of Energy, DOE
Order 481.1B (Sept. 28, 2001), availableat http://www.lanl.gov/orgs/dod/doingbusiness/
documents/DOE ORDER.481.1B.pdf (last visited Mar. 23, 2003). This work must be approved by DOE and funded in advance by the requesting entity. See Dep't of Energy directive, DOE M 481.1-1A Chg 1 (Manual, 09/28/2001, MA), Reimbursable Work For Non-Federal
Sponsors Process Manual, available at http://www.directives.doe.gov/pdfs/doe/doetext/
neword/481/m4811-lacl.pdf (last visited May 22, 2003).
100. National laboratory subcontracting for research and development is appropriate
when such efforts (i) are related to the core mission of the laboratory, (ii) add value that
goes beyond the rendering of procurement and contract management, (iii) requires oversight of the effort by those with the technical expertise of the laboratory to assure success,
and (iv) warrant the unique laboratory capabilities for the effort due to industry maturity
and technological risks.
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Further information concerning industry arrangements with
DOE National Laboratories can be obtained in the DOE publication,
Guide to Doing Business with the DOE Laboratoriesof the Laboratory Coordi°
nating Council.'O
IV. SUPPORT OF PRIVATE-SECTOR PROJECT FINANCING
A. Renewable Energy Tax Credits and Production Incentives
Title 19 of the Energy Policy Act of 1992102 provides for a
production tax credit'0 3 for the private-sector production of electricity
derived from certain renewable energy sources." The production credit
is 1.5 cents times the kilowatt-hours of electricity produced subject to a
ten-year phase out formula.'0 5 This has been a major boost to the U.S.
06
wind and biomass industries in the past decade.' Title 19 also makes
permanent the ten-percent energy investment tax credit for capital
equipment used in private-sector solar and geothermal generating
facilities, 02 which also has been a major factor in the health of these
domestic industries. These tax credits, however, are not available to local
governmental entities or non-profit electric cooperatives.""
To further encourage generation from renewable energy sources
by units of local government, Title 12 of the Energy Policy Act of 1992
provides a federal production incentive for state and local instrumentalities (usually public power electric utilities) and non-profit electric coop19
eratives to generate electricity from renewable energy sources. This
101. U.S. DEP'T OF ENERGY, OFFICE OF INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES, GUIDE TO DOING
BUSINESS WITH THE NATIONAL LABS (Steven C. Weiner ed., 2003), available at http://
www.oit.doe.gov/lcc/doing-business.shtml.
102. Pub. L. No. 102-486, § 1914, 106 Stat. 2776 (adding a new section 45 to the Internal
Revenue Code, codified at 26 U.S.C. § 45 (2000)).
103. 26 U.S.C. §§ 45(a) & (b).
104. 26 U.S.C. § 45 (c)(1). Section 45 of the Internal Revenue Code allows production
incentives for electricity produced in the United States from the following sources of renewable energy: wind, closed-loop biomass, and poultry waste.
105. 26 U.S.C. § 45(a).
106. Since the inception of this production tax credit, more than 1128 megawatts of
wind generating capacity have been put on line, powering over 300,000 homes. 147 CONG.
REC. S2309 (daily ed. Mar. 14, 2001) (statement of Sen. Grassley); see also Sen. Byron Dorgan's (D. ND) cogent arguments in support of the wind production tax credit at 148 CONG.
REC. S881 (daily ed. Feb. 15, 2002); 148 CONG. REC S1237 (daily ed. Feb. 27, 2002).
107. Energy Policy Act of 1992, Pub. L. No. 102-486, § 1916, 106 Stat. 2776, 3024 (codified
as amended at 26 U.S.C. § 48 (a) (2000)). This investment credit, however, is not available to
solar or geothermal facilities that obtain other subsidies from the federal government, such
as financial assistance.
108. Id.
109. Pub. L. No. 102-486, § 1212, 106 Stat. 2776, 2969 (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 13317
(2000)).
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production incentive consists of a 1.5 cents per kilowatt-hour payment
from DOE to eligible public generators ° for electricity generated from
eligible facilities"' whose energy is derived from certain renewable energy sources."' This program is not an entitlement, because all incentive
payments are subject to the availability of federal funds. In 2002, approximately $4 million was available for this program. 1 3 By 2004, the
program expects electricity generation from renewable sources to increase to one billion kilowatts. 4 DOE regulations delineate the applicable eligibility requirements and outline the process for application for
these payments." 5 In many instances, the availability of private financing
for these public facilities will be conditioned by the lender upon eligibility for this federal payment.
B. Federal Ethanol Incentives
Since 1978, Congress has been active in providing various tax incentives to assist the domestic ethanol industry."6 The goal of these
measures has been two fold: first, to enhance energy security by lessening dependence on foreign oil; and second, to create a value-added market for domestic grain through the production of a domestic, renewable
fuel. The incentives target gasoline marketers to encourage the blending
of ethanol in gasoline reformulation. 7 Currently, approximately 18 percent of the nation's gasoline is blended with ethanol."' Blenders of ethanol into gasoline can claim these incentives in one of two ways. The more
often utilized method of claiming these incentives is the reduction taken
110. The public entity must fully own and hold legal title to the generating facility to be
eligible. See 10 C.F.R. § 451.4 (2002).
111. A qualified facility is any generating facility owned by a public body that uses a
defined renewable energy source and was first put into operation between October 1, 1993,
and September 30, 2003, or converted from traditional sources during that period, and the
conversion represents 80 percent or more of the total market value of the facility. See 10
C.F.R. § 451.4 (2002).
112. The renewable energy sources eligible for the incentive payment are limited to
solar heat, solar light, wind, geothermal energy, and biomass but are not available for
biomass from municipal solid waste. See 10 C.F.R. § 451.2 (2002).
113. H.R. REP. No. 107-258, at 144 (2001).
114. Energy and Water Development Appropriationsfor 2002: Hearings Before the Subcomm.
on Energy and Water Development, House Comm. on Appropriations, Part 4, 107th Cong. 1254
(2001).
115. 10 C.F.R. §§ 451.8-9 (2002).
116. See, e.g., Energy Tax Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-618, 92 Stat. 3174. (codified at 26
U.S.C. §§ 4041, 4081 (2000)).
117. See generally the public policy section of the website of the Renewable Fuels Association, at http://www.ethanolrfa.org/legposition fed.shtml (last visited Mar. 23, 2003).
See also Brian R. Farrell, Note: Fill 'Er Up with Corn: The Future of Ethanol Legislation in America, 23 IowA J. CORP. L. 373 (1998).
118. See Renewable Fuels Association, supra note 116.
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9
in the federal excise tax for gasoline for fuel blended with ethanol." As
an alternative to the excise tax reduction, an income tax credit is also
available to blenders."2 In addition, small ethanol producers are allowed
a 10-cents per gallon production income tax credit on up to 15 million
2
have resulted in a
gallons of production annually. ' These tax incentives
22
incentives have
The
industry.
ethanol
significant expansion of the U.S.
3
been extended through 200722
The 107th Congress nearly reached a bipartisan agreement to
establish a national renewable fuels standard, which would have
required that 2.3 billion gallons of renewable fuels, like ethanol and
biodiesel, be used nationally in 2004, increasing gradually to five billion
gallons in 2012.124 But the proposed agreement did not reach fruition
2
when the ill-fated Energy Policy Act of 2002 died as the session ended."

C. Private-Sector Project Finance Participation
DOE's Office of Environmental Management, faced with limited
funding resources and the Herculean task of site restoration and cleanup
of the U.S. nuclear defense program, is continuing to evaluate the
participation of the private sector to support its clean-up mission.
Private-sector participation is a term given to the creation of business
119. Id. The current federal excise tax is 18.3 cents per gallon, paid at the terminal by
refiners and marketers. If the fuel is blended with 10 percent ethanol, the excise tax is lowered by 5.3 cents per gallon. 26 U.S.C. § 4081(c) (2000). Reduced rates are also allowed for
7.7 percent ethanol blends (3.4 cents per gallon) and 5.7 percent ethanol blends (2.2 cents
per gallon.).
120. Refiners can claim a 5.3 cents per gallon tax credit for each gallon that is blended
with at least 10 percent ethanol. 26 U.S.C. § 29 (2000). This credit, however, does not reduce
alternative minimum tax liability and therefore is not as popular as the excise tax reduction.
121. The credit is capped at $1.5 million per year per producer. 26 U.S.C. § 40 (2000).
The provision applies to all small ethanol producers who produce less than 30 million
gallons annually, except those organized as farmer cooperatives.
122. See Renewable Fuels Association, supra note 116. In 1979, the U.S. ethanol industry
produced just over 10 million gallons of ethanol; it is expected that production will rise
above 3 billion gallons by the end of 2003. Id. The federal government realizes a net gain of
$3.6 billion annually due to increased tax revenues and reduced farm program costs. Id.
123. Transportation Equity Act of the 21st Century, Pub. L. No. 105-178, § 9003(a)(1),
112 Stat. 107,501-502 (1998).
124. The conferees reached a tentative agreement on the renewable fuels standard on
condition that the Senate version ban on the petroleum-based oxygenate Methyl Tertiary
Butyl Ether (MTBE) would be removed from the bill. See Lisa Behrens & Cathy Cash,
ANWR Re-emerges as Bill Nears Stretch Run, PLATrS INSIDE ENERGY, Sept. 30, 2002, at 1, 4;
Press Release, Renewable Fuels Association, House Proposal to Senate on Fuels Agreement
Embraces 5 Billion Gallon RFS (Sept. 26, 2002), available at http://www.ethanolrfa.org/
pr020926.html.
125. See Lisa Behrens, Energy Bill Dies; Tauzin Promises 2nd Act, PLATr'S INSIDE ENERGY,
Nov. 18, 2002, at 1.
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relationships between the public and private sectors to provide the
government with access to private facilities, capital, and services that
have been supplied traditionally by the government for its own use.126
DOE has undertaken a private-sector participation initiative to explore
the use of private capital to design, construct, own, and operate facilities
that will provide essential environmental services for DOE sites.
Although this type of public-private partnership is common for
state and local governments,'12 7 it is new and still untested at the federal
level. It is advantageous to the government to enter into such
arrangements because private-sector participation can provide
considerable capital investment for service projects that require the
construction of infrastructure. The service provider normally is
unwilling to risk incurring a major capital investment without obtaining
a long-term commitment from the government to cover the amortization
costs. Most federal agencies cannot make contractual commitments
beyond the current funding year.' Therefore, agencies normally cannot
make binding long-term commitments to guarantee the contractor that
its capital costs will be reimbursed. A few agencies, such as DOE, receive
funds from Congress that are not limited to one year's needs. Moreover,
DOE has special statutory authority in conducting its nuclear activities
(including environmental remediation of atomic facilities) that exempts it
from certain financial commitment limitations, 1' leasing constraints,13°
and indemnifications for nuclear liability. 3 Under this framework, DOE
has more latitude to consider a private-sector participation initiative.
Given federal budgetary constraints, this form of partnership
with the private sector, in which the contractor, in effect, funds the construction of infrastructure at a federal site with private capital by using a
long term government service contract as collateral, would seem to be
one method of easing federal budgetary woes. Unfortunately, the U.S.
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has discouraged this type of
arrangement, 32 and it remains to be seen whether such arrangements
126.

These types of arrangements also have been called third party financing and privaGENERAL AccouNTING OFFICE, PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS:
TERMS RELATED TO BUILDING AND FACILITY PARTNERSHIPS (GAO Rept. No. GAO/GGD 9971, Apr. 1999).
127. See generally Donald G. Featherston, D. Whitney Thorton, II, & J. Gregory Correnti,
State and Local Privatization:an Evolving Process, 30 PUB. CONT. L.J. 643, 645 (2001).
128. This is based on the Antideficiency Act, now codified mainly at 31 U.S.C. § 1341

tization. See generally U.S.

(2000).
129.
130.
131.
132.

42 U.S.C. § 2201(u) (2000).
42 U.S.C. § 22 01(g) (2000).
42 U.S.C. §§ 2012(i), 2014(t) (2000).

This reluctance is based upon OMB's principles of "scorekeeping" as set out in

OMB Circular A-11, (2002) Appendix 300A, Principles of Budgeting for Capital Asset

Acquisitions, available at http: / /www.whitehouse.gov/omb /circulars /a11/2002 /part7.pdf
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will gain the support of federal budget officials.'- Moreover, privatesector lenders often find the federal contracting system and acquisition
regulations difficult to navigate. The inability of the government to
commit to contractual forms that are common in the private sector only
adds to the problem.
A proposed $4 billion project financing the construction and
Washington,
operation of a waste vitrification facility at DOE's Hanford, TM
site did receive interest from the project finance community. However,
this privatization effort did not reach closure due to, among other issues,
the failure of both sides to understand each other's culture of risk
allocation.'M DOE has resurrected private sector project financing for the
DOE complex by approving a new infrastructure modernization
initiative at DOE's Oak Ridge, Tennessee, site. Under this initiative, DOE
contractors are spearheading a privatization effort, partnering with the
state of Tennessee and the University of Tennessee for financing,
constructing, and operating eleven new facilities on DOE's Oak Ridge
T
reservation to further DOE purposes. Under ideal circumstances, this
effort, which includes partnerships among federal, state, university, and
industry entities, will be successful and provide a model for future DOE
infrastructure development.

(last visited Mar. 23, 2003). Under this guidance in Part C of Appendix 300A, the OMB
states that "Budget Authority sufficient to complete a useful segment of a capital
project...must be appropriated before any obligation for the [project] may be incurred."
Federal budget officials have interpreted this as requiring agencies to record the full cost of
the capital asset acquisition under lease-purchase arrangements as current budget
authority. In order for the lease to be scored on an annual incremental basis, it has to be
considered an "operational lease" rather than a "capital lease." See Alex D. Tomaszczuk &
Daniel S. Herzfeld, The Government's New Model for the Acquisition of Leasehold and Other
Interests in Real Property-Using Private Sector Financingfor Public Sector Deals, 30 PUB.
CONT. L.J. 693, 701 (2001). A finding of a capital lease would, in effect, negate the benefits of
private financing and require full funding from current appropriations of many of these
types of transactions.
133. Congress, however, recently has been more receptive to this form of financing for
DOE's capital improvements. The conferees to the Fiscal Year 2002 Energy and Water
Development Appropriations Act required the Secretary of Energy to "conduct a study of
alternative financing approaches, to include third-party type methods, for infrastructure
and facility construction projects across the Department." H.R. REP. No. 107-258, at 109
(2001).
134. See Raymond A. DiPrinzio, The U.S. Department of Energy and the Privatizationof the
Hanford Tank Waste Remediation System-A Financial Perspective, 6 J. PRoJEcT FIN. 54 (2000).
"Vitrification" is the encapsulization of hazardous waste into a solid storage medium such
as glass. Id. at 54.
135. Id. at 59.
136. Press Release, U.S. Dep't of Energy, Energy Secretary Abraham Announces Plan to
Modernize Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Sept. 12, 2000) (on file with the author). This
initiative will result in the construction of six new major infrastructure buildings.
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The chances of a successful project based on a public/private
sector partnership will depend in large part on whether the private
partners share in the programmatic goals of the project and have a longterm stake in the future of the site development. If the private-sector
participants are only involved for the potential rate of return, the
likelihood of participation may be minimal. Any entity considering
project financing of this type with DOE should take its willingness to
commit to the long-term success of the project into its due-diligence
deliberations. Those contractors that have a long-term business interest
in the continuation of DOE programmatic activities at a particular site
are likely to support a major privatization effort with DOE in the future.
D. Renewable Portfolio Standards
A renewable portfolio standard (RPS) is a governmental
regulatory or legislative requirement,31 7 usually enacted at the state level,
that is designed to insure that a specified percentage of the energy
portfolio of a retail seller of electricity be generated from renewable
energy resources." Usually, an RPS establishes both a market for the sale
of renewable energy and a secondary market in the sale and transfer of
the ownership of renewable energy credits, akin to the current market in
air emission credits created by the federal Clean Air Act. In theory, the
goal of an RPS is to use market-based mechanisms such as competition
among resource providers and encouragement of least cost compliance
to encourage the development of a renewable energy industry, and to
make renewables competitive with other sources in the long term.139 As
of 2003, at least eleven states have established RPS mechanisms and two
states have non-mandated RPS goals." ° Notwithstanding the abundance
of congressional activity considering a national RPS,"4' no federal
137. Renewable Portfolio Standards have been primarily a state legislative creation. A
discussion of the various state RPS mechanisms is beyond the scope of the article. See
generally, e.g., Kirsten H. Engel, The Dormant Commerce Clause Threat to Market-Based
Environmental Regulation: The Case of Electricity Deregulation, 26 EcOLOGY L.Q. 243, 262-82
(1999); Real de Azua, supra note 44, at 515-18.
138. See generally Engel, supra note 136, at 262-82.
139. Id. at 263.
140. See, e.g., SB 1078, 2001-2002 Leg. (Cal. 2002), which establishes the most aggressive
RPS in the nation, requiring 20 percent by 2017. States with RPS mandates include Arizona,
Connecticut, California, Hawaii, Iowa, Maine, Massachusetts, Nevada, New Jersey, Texas,
and Wisconsin, while Illinois and Minnesota have established statutory renewable energy
goals. The role of the state government under RPS mechanisms is primarily one of compliance, certifying the energy credits and imposing penalties.
141. See Engel, supra note 137, at 264, n.62, for a discussion of the five bills proposing a
national Rl'S in the 105th Congress. As many bills were proposed in the 106th Congress.
The Clinton Administration proposed a 7.5 percent RPS to be fully implemented by the
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legislation has been passed that imposes a renewable standard. This
reflects the intense policy debates on whether such a standard is needed
on a national level. 42 The 107th Congress failed to resolve the policy
43
disputes surrounding the Senate's proposed ten percent RPS' in the
failed Energy Policy Act legislation in 2002.
V. GREENING THE GOVERNMENT
The federal government is the single largest energy consumer in
the nation, using 1.01 quads of power in its buildings, operations and
vehicles. In Fiscal Year 200, the federal government spent $4 billion on
energy for its buildings'" and $3 billion for fuel for its vehicle fleet and
equipment.'" In addition, it spends over $200 billion annually on energyconsuming products and services. This creates an environment ripe for
the implementation of energy efficiency mechanisms. Through prudent
purchasing and implementation of energy savings practices, the federal
government can reduce energy costs and reduce the environmental externalities associated with such an enormous consumption of energy.
The latter years of the Clinton Administration produced executive fiats that were collectively called "the greening of the government."" These fiats created a positive administrative environment to
support the government's use and acquisition of green products and
resources. These executive orders set out goals for the federal Executive
Branch to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and to promote renewable
year 2010. Under this proposal, all states would be required to adopt at least the federal
percentage minimum. Id. at 265.
142. DOE's Energy Information Administration estimates a national RPS of 10 percent
from 2004 to 2020 would significantly increase the production of renewable energy, but
that it would increase resource costs a total of $7 billion for that period. See Dep't of
Energy, Energy Information Administration, Impacts of a 10% Renewable Portfolio3 Standard
(Feb. 2002), availableat http:/ /tonto.eia.doe.gov/FPROOT/service/sroiaf(2002)0 .pdf.
143. Under the Senate version of the proposed Energy Policy Act of 2002, H.R. 4, 107th
Cong. § 264 (2002), the national RPS would have used a program of flexible and tradable
credits and required each retail supplier to use any of a broad array of renewable energy
technologies to generate the following annual percentages of electricity sold: one percent in
Fiscal Year 2005 increasing to ten percent by 2020, with the option to raise the level above
ten percent by 2030.
144. Dep't of the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriationsfor 2003: Hearings Before the
Subcomm. on the Dep't of the Interiorand Related Agencies, House Comm. on Appropriations, Part
3, 107th Cong. 740 (2002).
145. Id.
146. The term "greening of the government" was coined as the result of the
promulgation of three Executive Orders: Greening the Government Through Efficient Energy
Management, Exec. Order No. 13123, 64 Fed. Reg. 30,851 (June 8, 1999); Greening of the
Government Through Leadership in Environmental Management, Exec. Order No. 13148, 65 Fed.
Reg. 24,595 (Apr. 26, 2000); Greening the Government Through FederalFleet and Transportation
Efficiency, Exec. Order No. 13149, 65 Fed. Reg. 24,607 (Apr. 21, 2000).
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energy use, improve energy efficiency, and promote water conservation.
The broad goal is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions at federal sites by
30 percent by 2010147 and to reduce energy consumption by 30 percent by

2005 and 35 percent by 2010.'4 In addition, the orders require, in effect,
an internal federal renewable portfolio standard of installing 20,000 solar
energy systems at federal sites by 2010.149 The federal government is also

required to establish preferences based upon appropriate life-cycle cost
analysis in its procurement practices for ENERGY STAR0 energy efficient
products and products generating power by the use of renewable energy
sources.' In the transportation sector, a 20 percent reduction in fleet
petroleum consumption is mandated by 2005, and at least 75 percent of
the federal vehicle fleet must be using alternative fuels by 2005.'s1 The
Federal Energy Management Program within DOE is responsible for
assisting federal agencies in meeting these goals and acquiring energy
efficient products. 152 If the government fully implements the goals of the
greening of the government initiative, it will provide a ready and viable
market for the burgeoning energy efficiency and renewables industries.Iu
VI. CONCLUSION
Non-hydro renewable energy constitutes only eight percent of
the current mix of sources for energy consumption in the United States.
These non-greenhouse gas sources, along with the use of natural gas,
will only be increased in the future mix of energy sources in the United
States. This percentage will be even greater in the developing world,
where delivery infrastructure still needs to be developed. Those companies that have developed the technologies to take advantage of these
energy efficiencies and diversities will be at a competitive advantage in
147.

Greening the Government Through Efficient Energy Management, Exec. Order No.

13123, § 201, 64 Fed. Reg. 30,851 (June 8, 1999).
148. Id. at § 202. These figures are based on 1985 base levels. In addition, federal industrial and laboratory installations are to reduce consumption levels by 20 percent by 2005
and 25 percent by 2010. Id. at § 203.
149. Id. at §§ 204, 404(c).
150. Id. at §§ 401 et seq.

151.

Greening the Government Through Federal Fleet and Transportation Efficiency, Exec.

Order No. 13149, 65 Fed. Reg. 24,607 (Apr. 21, 2000). These fleet goals reinforce statutory
mandates in Section 303 of the Energy Policy Act of 1992, now codified at 42 U.S.C. § 13212
(2000), which actually calls for the fleet goal of 75 percent to be met by 1999.

152.

Greening the Government Through Efficient Energy Management, Exec. Order No.

13123, § 30(b), 64 Fed. Reg. 30,851 (June 8, 1999). For assistance in buying energy-efficient
products, see Federal Energy Management Program, Buying Energy-Efficient Products, at
http://www.eere.energy.gov/femp/procurement (last visited May 21, 2003).
153. Section 263 of the Senate version of the ill-fated Energy Policy Act of 2002, H.R. 4,
107th Cong. § 263 (2002), would have required the federal government to purchase three
percent of its power from renewable resources in 2002, increasing to 7.5 percent in 2010.
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the changing energy marketplace. The U.S. companies that are now
partnering with DOE through cost-sharing agreements may well be at
the forefront of providing an increasing mix of energy services in the
next decade and beyond. This nontraditional form of project financing
will help attract project equity and thereby assure that U.S.-developed
technology plays a major role in these new markets. Once industry has
adopted these technologies, other forms of federal financing, such as
loan guarantees, can be used to attract project finance lenders.
As an energy policy matter, national policy makers, most importantly those members of the 108th Congress who serve on the House and
Senate energy authorizing committees," should carefully weigh the strategic, economic, and environmental advantages of including federal tax
incentives and a national portfolio standard in any future energy policy
legislation. These market-based mechanisms can spur the development
of domestic green industries without harming other aspects of the economy. Such mechanisms can be one part of an overall energy policy that
takes into account environmental externalities and energy security as
legitimate indirect costs of more traditional energy supply. It has been
eleven years since the passage of the last comprehensive piece of federal
energy policy legislation. The volatility of the domestic energy sector due
to national security concerns and to marketplace reliability necessitates
that the 108th Congress put a priority on the passage of a comprehensive
national energy policy package that addresses the full spectrum of available energy supply, rather than piecemeal legislative attempts to resolve
pressing issues. This comprehensive policy act should include due deference to renewable energy development and targeted renewable incentives as a matter of sound national energy security and environmental
stewardship. This will help assure a viable and competitive domestic
green industry that can compete in an expanding international marketplace for green technologies.
M

154. U.S. Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources and the U.S. House
Committee on Energy and Commerce.

